THE GODS OF GREECE IN
GERMAN POETRY
T
HE theme which I have chosen for the present
lecture obviously far transcends the compass
of a single hour. Were I to justify the promise of
my tide, and attempt to deal conscientiously with the
changing aspects of the Greek gods as they emerge
at various stages in the evolution of northern poetry,
not one, but a long series of lectures would be neces-
sary. In fact, it has been a little disheartening to
me to review the vast field and realize how very little
of it I can afford to cover.1 For it is a field full of
endless unsolved problems, of broken ends which
one's fingers itch to try to link up. Were we to
begin at the beginning, we might study the bewildered
naivete—or rather, a naivete that is hardly self-conscious
enough to be bewildered—with which mediaeval
poets like Heinrich von Veldeke and the German
chroniclers of the story of Troy present, in very
human terms, the divine personalities of the ancient
epics; here the old gods are little more than the,
knights and ladies of chivalrk romance. Or we
might watch, in the following centuries, how flashes
of southern beauty tinge the northern fantasy, and
how the Greek mythology begins to temper with
finer nuances the stern dualism of naive joy and austere
asceticism of mediaeval poetry. It would be interest-
ing, too, had we time, to investigate the fortuitous
courses by which this new knowledge trickled into
1 An old book viewing the theme in its widest aspects, and still not
unreadable, is C. L. Cholevius, Geschichte dcr deutschen Potsie nach ihnn antikm
Elementw, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1854-6. The modern reader can have no better
guide, as far as the important part of the subject is concerned, than F, Strich's
admirable work, Die Mytbologie in dvr deutschen Literatur von Klopstock bis
Wagner 9 z vols., Halle, 1910.
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